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Creating Christmas, all around the world
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Introducing The Xmas Designers

From luxury hotels, shopping malls up to casinos and theatres
The Xmas Designers create and design unique Christmas decorations and decors. 

Tailor made and always perfectly adapted to the look and feel of the venue 
and the clients’ identity. With unique designs and outstanding themes, 

at an International level of quality and experience.

With 6 teams, serving 4 continents, The Xmas Designers know how to 
exceed the expectations. Adding an incredible value with International Concept Development 

and high quality production and distribution; all around the world.
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The support you need

The full package or ‘only’ delivering the products and/or management
From design up to interesting multiple year contract: you decide 

how The Xmas Designers will support you. Either with a complete 
turn-key project, or select from the following services:

•  Consultancy & Design
• Purchasing and delivery of Christmas products
• Full setup of the Decoration
• Leasing for multiple years, to get the most out of your budget
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The Xmas Designers’ Collection

From Nutcrackers, up to Bauble trees and from real life-like Christmas trees up to 
Bauble garlands. All unique products, part of The Xmas Designers’ Collection. 

Customized items; forming a basis for every project
By changing colors, materials, patterns and sizes, the products can be customized for 

every theme and every venue; forming a basis for every project. 

Tailor made additions or large Installations
In addition to this Collection we make every project unique by developing and adding tailor made elements. 

Which can be small additions or large installations; fully adapted to the theme and the clients’ identity. 
Often creating connections with visitors, guests or certain marketing campaigns.
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Highest quality, cost-effectively
The Xmas Designers see it as a challenge to create high quality and superb 

Christmas Decors in an outstanding but also cost-effective way.

For example by using their own developed affordable, but luxurious synthetic ornaments.
Seamless, authentic metal cap and stylishly composed colour tones.

As good as, if not better than glass ornaments!

Another example is the real life-like Christmas trees. To ensure a high quality and real life-like look and feel, 
The Xmas Designers designed their own artificial Christmas trees. With a unique layered and asymmetrical 

shape, with prefixed LED lights in a warm colour tone. Unfolds by itself so no loose branches or ‘spare parts’, 
which ensures a smooth setup and dismantling and years of Christmas fun!
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The team makes the difference!

Smooth, Safe and Hassle-free
The Xmas Designers work on a high level and know how to exceed expectations.

Not only with creating a stunning Christmas decoration, but also with a professional and 
service minded team, that know how to execute in a smooth, safe and hassle-free way.

Project Management
The team can either support you with the full setup, or we send in one of our 

project managers that can do the setup with your own team.
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Order Deadlines
   Africa: 1st August
   Asia: 1st September
   Australia: 1st August
   Europe: 1st August
   United Arab Emirates: 1st August

Our process is clear and effective! 
While taking care of Design, Development, Production, Distribution and Execution, our team is trained 

to follow a strict process and timeline. This to manage and control the quality, and ensure 
we meet and even exceed expectations, in every part of the project.
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How we support you; 
to get started with the first designs

Our in-house design department forms a unique inspirational heart of 
the company and is able to develop unique total concepts that are designed 

up to every detail; decor, complete with decorations, branding, 
custom made colours and interactive elements. 

Information we need to get started:

   1. Clear budget indication

   2. Pictures or designs of previous years

   3. Corporate identity or (relevant) marketing campaigns

   4. Overview of areas and desired items

   5. Measurements / Floor plans / Ceiling plans

   6. Next steps and timeline
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